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Swami Vivekananda on Himself 2015-11-19

this compilation by advaita ashrama a publication centre of ramakrishna math is a
documentation of selected notes and utterances of swami vivekananda about himself and his work
these are arranged chronologically so as to form what may be called a near autobiography of
the saint

Swami Vivekananda on Himself 1969

vivekananda had travelled within india as a parivrajaka the travelling monk from 1888 to 1893
and in may 1893 crossed the kalapani crossing the inland water boundary to represent india in
the parliament of world s religion held in chicago this incident led to many more travels
within india and the west he was a traveller who left his impressions views and observations
in the form of letters diaries and memoirs a close study of such documents as well as
secondary materials leads to questions of imperialism identity self other dichotomy
comparative religion women and acculturation

'Charaiveti' (Vivekananda's Dialogue on People, Politics &
Space) 2020-08-19

the hindu thinker swami vivekananda 1863 1902 was and remains an important figure both within
india and in the west where he was notable for preaching vedanta scholarship surrounding
vivekananda is dominated by hagiography and his mis appropriation by the political hindu right
this work demonstrates that vivekananda was no simplistic pluralist as portrayed in
hagiographical texts nor narrow exclusivist as portrayed by some modern hindu nationalists but
a thoughtful complex inclusivist the book shows that vivekananda formulated a hierarchical and
inclusivistic framework of hinduism based upon his interpretations of a four fold system of
yoga it goes on to argue that vivekananda understood his formulation of vedanta to be
universal and applied it freely to non hindu traditions and in so doing demonstrates that
vivekananda was consistently critical of low level spirituality not only in non hindu
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traditions but also within hinduism demonstrating that vivekananda is best understood within
the context of advaitic primacy rather than hindu chauvinism this book will be of interest to
scholars of hinduism and south asian religion and of south asian diaspora communities and
religious studies more generally

Swami Vivekananda and Non-Hindu Traditions 2019-03-15

this book presents in the words of swami vivekananda 1863 1902 a history of vedanta the deep
exploration of the inner human world going back to the most ancient rishis or seers whose
testimony is still revered in india he traces the tradition up to the beginning of the
twentieth century showing how the dynamics of social structures within vedanta and the
appearance from within vedanta of traditions such as jainism buddhism hinduism and sikhism
influenced and molded the tradition in addition he studies the impact of the western abrahamic
invasions of india that began around the eleventh century ce these brought to bear on vedanta
a worldview which operated on the assumption that the physical world was the primary reality
and that the kind of radical exploration of the inner world embraced by vedanta was highly
suspect and not valid the vedantic tradition adapted in many different ways producing a
variety of philosophical positions that are still extant today along with these traditions
went various forms of yoga or self transformation in vedanta the key to experiencing the inner
meaning of not only philosophy but also of our human condition and of reality itself this
tradition presents four contexts of experience chatushpad suggesting the right brain mode of
approach as described by iain mcgilchrist 2009 under the influence of shri ramakrishna 1836
1886 vivekananda gained access to vijnana or a knowledge higher than those classically
described and known in the chatushpad vijnana permitted the acceptance of not only the
traditional deeply experiential truths of vedanta but also of the validity of western
materialism when seen as related to each other on a continuum of consciousness to be traversed
by contemporary forms of yoga i see the result as a resolution of right left brain conflict à
la mcgilchrist and thereby a model for universal human understanding conciliation and co
operation in my introduction i attempt to show how the whole picture can be related both
experientially and conceptually to matrices of consciousness developed in india as far back as
the early medieval period a large glossary and index cum concordance indicate the various
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contexts and depths of thought that emerge from vivekananda s multi contextual vijnana

Swami Vivekananda’s History of Universal Religion and Its
Potential for Global Reconciliation 2020-09-01

the book also takes a hard look at his universally acknowledged reputation as a
hypercosmological renouncer who championed the causes of the poor and the downtrodden and thus
exemplified the doctrines of socialism at their finest sil is the first scholar to critically
examine vivekananda s attitude toward women in general and to probe into his experience with
margaret noble sister nivedita in particular and he is the first author to provide a detailed
analysis of vivekananda s popularity as a preacher and lecturer

Swami Vivekananda 1997

this book assesses swami vivekananda s teachings his personality and his contributions to the
building of modern india this biography has four sections the life the teachings the man and
vivekananda as a builder of modern india the author calls vivekananda s practical vedanta as
vedantic socialism he holds that the ideas put forward by swami vivekananda have a tremendous
influence on the political thinking and action in india and embraced the mass dynamism of
gandhi and the socialistic ideals of nehru

Swami Vivekananda 2017-09-15

the vedanta was an inseparable part of swami vivekananda s personality he lived and breathed
this philosophy while preaching it to india and the west while vivekananda s landmark address
at the parliament of religions in chicago in 1893 established him as modern india s great
spiritual leader his popularity and appeal is attributed to his ability to integrate his human
side with his profound spiritual side in this beautifully written biography chaturvedi
badrinath liberates vivekananda from the confines of the worship room and offers an
unforgettable insight into the life of a man who was the very embodiment of the vedanta that
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he preached

Swami Vivekananda 2015-09-20

swami vivekananda the nineteenth century hindu monk who introduced vedåanta to the west is
undoubtedly one of modern india s most influential philosophers unfortunately his philosophy
has too often been interpreted through reductive hermeneutic lenses typically scholars have
viewed him either as a modern day exponent of âsaçnkara s advaita vedåanta or as a neo
vedåantin influenced more by western ideas than indigenous indian traditions in swami
vivekananda s vedåantic cosmopolitanism swami medhananda rejects both of these prevailing
approaches to offer a new interpretation of vivekananda s philosophy highlighting its
originality contemporary relevance and cross cultural significance vivekananda the book argues
is best understood as a cosmopolitan vedåantin who developed novel philosophical positions
through creative dialectical engagement with both indian and western thinkers inspired by his
guru sri ramakrishna vivekananda reconceived advaita vedåanta as a nonsectarian life affirming
philosophy that provides an ontological basis for religious cosmopolitanism and a spiritual
ethics of social service he defended the scientific credentials of religion while criticizing
the climate of scientism beginning to develop in the late nineteenth century he was also one
of the first philosophers to defend the evidential value of supersensuous perception on the
basis of general epistemic principles finally he adopted innovative cosmopolitan approaches to
long standing philosophical problems bringing him into dialogue with a galaxy of contemporary
philosophers medhananda demonstrates the sophistication and enduring value of vivekananda s
views on the limits of reason the dynamics of religious faith and the hard problem of
consciousness

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA A Study on Aesthetics 1993

text from all nine volumes of complete works of swami vivekananda as well some unpublished
material is available here all proceeds are donated to advaita ashrama india
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Swami Vivekananda's Vedāntic Cosmopolitanism 2022

swami vivekananda swami vivekananda was born in shimla pally calcutta on 12 january 1863
during the makara sankranti festival in a traditional kayastha family and was given the name
narendranath dutta his father vishwanath dutta was an attorney of calcutta high court he was
considered generous and had a liberal and progressive outlook on social and religious matters
his mother bhuvaneshwari devi was pious and had practiced austerities and prayed to vireshwar
shiva of varanasi to give her a son according to vivekananda the important teaching he
received from ramakrishna was that jiva is shiva each individual is divinity itself this
became his mantra and he coined the concept of daridra narayana seva the service of god in and
through poor human beings as the book addresses this crucial issue quite deftly it is hoped
that it would prove to be a source of great information for the reader contents life sketch of
swami vivekananda birth and early years swami vivekananda life and teachings our master and
his message as disciple of ramakrishna bhakti yoga training of the disciple a wandering monk
swami and parliament of religions vivekananda in america vivekananda experiences in the
western world sayings of swami vivekananda quotation of swami vivekananda last days of
vivekananda

Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda 2019-11-27

youth cannot hope for a better friend philosopher and guide than swami vivekananda and this
short sketch of his great biography is intended to be an introduction to his profundity it is
under his banner that indian youth can safely march ahead a perusal of it will be an impulsion
to boys and girls to take to a more detailed study of his life and message

The Indispensable Vivekananda 2006

for some years one thing had bothered me why does the ramakrishna order believe in the
equality of religions when they ought to know that it could simply not be true there is so
much published material readily available on the subject and the swamis have ample time at
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their disposal to study them within a year of beginning to write on religion history and
current events from an auditor s point of view my works became fairly well known which
prompted one of the important branches of ramakrishna order to send me a prepaid order for
books that included judaism christianity islam secularism hinduism the truth contained in that
book had shaken up many intellectually inclined people but failed to impress the ramakrishna
order therefore i sent a complimentary copy afterward to the president mahaaraaj at belur math
note 1 with a personal note by registered post but he too chose to ignore the truth and
continue treading on the path of untruth too many large religious social and socio political
organizations take pride in parroting note 2 the well established untruth all religions are
equal without any independent verification or application of individual mind this work will
focus on ramakrishna order hoping to persuade it to recognize the truth and spread it further
which will then prompt relatively smaller organizations to follow the same course success is
not in our hand the karm �� � is we are spreading the seeds fertile grounds will nourish them
barren lands will stay neutral in due time your mind will make you stand by the side of truth
a silent mass uprising will take place as swami vivekananda would have dreamt hindoo will
learn to assert himself lost glory of hindooism will be regained note 1 a plot of land was
acquired by swami vivekananda in 1899 and three years later 1902 he left his body age 40 belur
math rkm headquarter stands today on that plot of land swami vivekananda did not see this
building during his lifetime note 2 parrot humanoid syndrome as discussed in know the truth
behind vasudhaiv kutumbakam yashodharma 2012

Swami Vivekananda 2021-08-14

this is a commemorative volume published by advaita ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna
math belur math being a part of swami vivekananda s 150th birth anniversary publications it is
a collection of revealing articles on this great personality by writers from all walks of life
and they present vivekananda as that turning point in modern history which will usher a new
era of hope peace and living spirituality the world over
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Swami Vivekananda - Awakener of Modern India 2023-03-16

with historical critical analysis and dialogical even handedness the essays of this book re
assess the life and legacy of swami vivekananda forged at a time of colonial suppression from
the vantage point of socially engaged religion at a time of global dislocations and
international inequities due to the complexity of vivekananda as a historical figure on the
cusp of late modernity with its vast transformations few works offer a contemporary multi
vocal nuanced academic examination of his liberative vision and legacy in the way that this
volume does it brings together north american european british and indian scholars associated
with a broad array of humanistic disciplines towards critical constructive contextually
sensitive reflections on one of the most important thinkers and theologians of the modern era

RKM PROPAGATING THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT VIVEKANANDA AND
RAMAKRISHNA HAD SAID 2013-07-29

swami vivekananda 1863 1902 popularised vedanta in the west and reformed hinduism in india he
also inspired the mass movement that made india a modern nation in showcasing his life and
work this reader balances the two main aspects of his life the religious and the secular the
spiritual and the practical the devotional and the rational included here are the most
significant and representative texts from every major genre and phase selections from his
speeches essays letters poems translations conversations and interviews arranged for easy
reading and reference with a scholarly introduction highlighting his contemporary relevance
separate section introductions and a detailed biographical chronology this volume provides a
rare insight into one of india s greatest minds this volume will interest scholars and
students of modern indian history religion literature and philosophy as well as general
readers
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Vivekananda as the Turning Point 2021-01-11

swami vivekananda the journey of a spiritual entrepreneur details the events of vivekananda s
life encompassing his transformation from a nameless wanderer to the most renowned
representative of hinduism of all times in this book we come across the vivekananda who not
only created history by delivering the chicago lecture in 1893 but also established the
ramakrishna order through an unparalleled entrepreneurial spirit which brought to the fore his
qualities as a decisive leader and an excellent communicator who reached out globally to
convey the message of the vedanta these attributes of vivekananda s personality have remained
largely unexplored in most of the books written on him this book also maps hinduism and its
present day challenges vis à vis its attributes in light of swami vivekananda s philosophy and
brings forth its contemporary relevance in a practical manner for the reader at a time when
the fire of fundamentalism among different faiths has turned religions of the world
essentially into separating factors within humanity further it also contains detailed
descriptions of practical approaches to translation that will help scholars build a
comprehensive framework for translation of complex texts such as the vedas and upanishads it
finally concludes with the indian media s articulate advocacy of vivekananda s approach on a
number of platforms in recent times to unite humanity despite all its diversity as it is ever
more relevant today

Swami Vivekananda 2015-06-12

in the whole range of religious biography we hardly come across a personality more dynamic and
forceful than swami vivekananda the book published by advaita ashrama a publication house of
ramakrishna math belur math india contains seventeen articles revealing different aspects of
swami vivekananda s multi faceted genius these articles are mainly from the book swami
vivekananda in east and west published by the ramakrishna vedanta centre of london some
articles from the swami vivekananda birth centenary memorial volume have also been included
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Swami Vivekananda 2019-04-18

this booklet published by advaita ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math
india comprises the text of the speeches delivered by pandit jawaharlal nehru the first prime
minister of india on sri ramakrishna and swami vivekananda on two different occasions since
the dawn of these two spiritual luminaries on the horizon of modern india they have evoked a
deep interest in the subject of religion and spirituality among a wide circle of people so as
to include intellectuals philosophers scientists politicians statesmen and others to mention
just a few in this light it would be extremely interesting for all the admirers and devotees
of sri ramakrishna and swami vivekananda to know what the well known statesman of india had to
say on them

Swami Vivekananda 2016-11-26

discover the extraordinary life and enduring legacy of swami vivekananda a beacon of
inspiration and a pioneer of social reform in the life of vivekananda a great social reformer
and inspiring personality by swami vivekananda himself journey through the remarkable journey
of a spiritual luminary whose teachings continue to resonate with millions around the world as
vivekananda s life unfolds witness the profound impact of his words and actions inspiring
generations to embrace their inner potential and strive for greatness experience the
transformative power of his message which transcends time and space to touch the hearts of
seekers everywhere but amidst the awe inspiring wisdom and charisma a fundamental truth
emerges are we willing to recognize the inherent power within ourselves and harness it to
shape our destinies or do we remain shackled by self doubt and limitation engage with
vivekananda s timeless teachings which remind us that all the powers in the universe are
already within us waiting to be awakened and unleashed join the journey of self discovery and
empowerment as we explore vivekananda s life and teachings are you ready to embrace your true
potential and become the master of your own destiny immerse yourself in the wisdom and
inspiration of swami vivekananda whose words continue to guide and uplift humanity offering
solace in times of struggle and illumination in moments of doubt now is the time to seize the
reins of your own life and unleash the powers within let the life of vivekananda be your
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guiding light on the path to self realization and fulfillment inspiring you to live with
purpose passion and courage secure your copy of the life of vivekananda today and embark on a
transformative journey into the heart of wisdom and empowerment let vivekananda s timeless
message be your compass as you navigate the complexities of life and awaken to your fullest
potential

The Universal Vivekananda 2024-02-12

the profile of swami vivekananda as a leader has previously never been studied and thought
about on its own especially in the light of modern management and leadership theories in this
book published by advaita ashrama a branch of ramakrishna math the author by correlating
vivekananda s words deeds with present day management science establishes that vivekananda was
a perfect embodiment of the servant leadership concept and an extraordinary leader manager
decades before these concepts gained acceptance in the corporate world an enriching read for
present and aspiring leaders and managers

Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekananda 2016-09-03

swami vivekananda a man of wondrous learning eloquence and philanthropy is the perennial
source of inspiration for all taking him as our ideal we can lead the domestic life
harmoniously and with purity swamiji s personality is difficult to fathom but delightful to
contemplate his interest encompassed all fields of human endeavours in this book an attempt
has been made to present to our readers the comprehensive collection of swamiji s views
thoughts and utterances on many facets and chapters of our life and on many issues of national
importance the book is like a pole star and shall help one to discern the philosophy of life

The Life of Vivekananda: a Great Social Reformer and Inspiring
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Personality: Inspiring Personality “All the powers in the
universe are already our.” 2016-07-07

the book is a comprehensive account of swami vivekananda s nationalism that went a long way in
proliferating national energy against the british imperialism in india in particular and the
western imperialism in other parts of the globe in general history witnessed the beginning of
the great end of century long hibernation of the indian masses under the foreign domination
humanism and universalism the two cardinal features of indian spiritual culture are the
bedrock upon which his nationalism is based hence the book highlights his message for the
promotion of international unity and integrity through religion and spiritualism to achieve
the grand ideal of universal brotherhood and goodwill to ensure peaceful co existence to avert
wars his nationalism also seeks to project india as a stage for the whole world and fervently
calls upon his compatriots to play the traditional role of a spiritual guide what india calls
her spiritual mission in all ages of history man making and character building are the two
vital aspects of swami vivekananda s nationalism the book vigorously spotlights upon keeping
in view the present scenario of the depletion of the ethical values and the erosion of the
social sanctity leading to the deterioration in the quality of life of man in india and abroad
a sincere adherence to the nationalism of swami vivekananda is sure to usher in a new era of
efflorent renaissance and resurgence leading the whole mankind along the path of supreme peace
and progress towards the divinity in the long run

Swami Vivekananda : Leader of Sacred Nationhood 2020-04-08

to swami vivekananda a poet s poet par excellence poetry is the vibrant voice of man the
divine being always in search of purity poignance discipline and excellence the first of its
kind in the exhausitive detailed and pin pointed appreciation to vivekananda s poetic genius
swami vivekananda poetic visionary signals further avenues of the study and research on the
poetry of swami vivekananda
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Vivekananda: A Born Leader 8-08-22

swami vivekananda s own speeches and writings as well as accounts left by his disciples are
many but a comprehensive objective and critical study by a non devotee is not extant this book
is an endeavour to supply the need not only does it bring out his superb powers and
achievements but it also discusses a few oddities like his defence of animal sacrifice and
indifference to widow remarriage in more than forty chapters the book covers the life perso
nality ideas social service and the hitherto unexplored aspects of the poetry and prose of
this intellectual giant

Swami Vivekananda: On Life to Budget 2003

an essential guide to applying the principles of vivekananda to your everyday life are you
weighed down by societal expectations family pressure or the need for digital validation
vivekananda will help lighten that burden so that you care a little less about the opinions of
others are you struggling with your work or your workplace despite no obvious deficit of skill
vivekananda will help you redefine how to measure your own success or failure does death your
own or of those closest to you frighten you vivekananda will teach you how to cope with grief
and loss and be the support your loved ones need in trying times anecdotal and thought
provoking the vivekananda handbook for everyday living unravels the wisdom of swami
vivekananda s teachings to guide you through your life whether at home or at the office

Greatest Spiritual Leaders of India (The Life and Times of
Swami Vivekananda/ The Life and Times of Ramakrishna
Parmahamsa/ The Life and Times of Acharya Mahaprajna) (Set of
3 Books) 1998

with over four million copies in print paramahansa yogananda s autobiography has served as a
gateway into yoga and alternative spirituality for north american practitioners since 1946
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balancing traditional yoga metaphysical spirituality and a flair for the stage yogananda
inspired countless people to practice yogoda his own brand of yoga his method combined the
spiritual and superhuman aspirations of indian traditions with the health oriented
sensibilities of western practice because the yogoda program does not rely on recognizable
postures and poses it has remained under the radar of yoga scholarship biography of a yogi
examines yogananda s career and yogoda in the wider context of the development of yoga in the
twentieth century focusing on yogis during this early period of transnational popularization
foxen highlights the continuities in the concept of the yogi as superhuman and traces the
transformation of yoga from a holistic and spiritual practice to its present day postural
practice

Swami Vivekananda 1995

this work is an intensive study of certain facets of social and intellectual life in bengal
between 1872 and 1905 particularly hindu revivalism the period under discussion represents
significant progress in the area of social and religious reform as well as a period which
witnessed hostile attitudes towards such reforms this is probably the first major work
concerning the controversy that surrounded the brahmo marriage bill of 1868 72 and the consent
bill of 1890 92 the major source material for this book comprises contemporary bengali
literature including essays newspaper articles and correspondence novels short stories drama
and poetry though this study purports to be a history of intellectual life in bengal and the
broader intellectual trends and movements it is largely an examination of certain developments
centred in or around calcutta

Swami Vivekananda, Poetic Visionary 2021-06-28

swami vivekananda philosophy was a blend of the traditional values and modern thoughts as well
as human values and superhuman thoughts although he lived only for thirty nine years he
influenced the thinking of multitudes around the world his charismatic personality and
intellectual speeches made an impact that altered people s concept of hinduism and india
globally even today his teachings are capable of transforming all who are keen to imbibe them
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vivekananda was born when calcutta was india s capital under the british raj it was a time
when the british raj sought to change the governing system of india after the mutiny of 1857
swami vivekananda preferred a modern approach to deal with the existing social problems and
favoured western ideas this book tries to cover the life and philosophy of swami vivekananda
comprehensively and give an insight about his personality swami vivekananda philosophy was a
blend of the traditional values and modern thoughts as well as human values and superhuman
thoughts although he lived only for thirty nine years he influenced the thinking of multitudes
around the world his charismatic personality and intellectual speeches made an impact that
altered people s concept of hinduism and india globally even today his teachings are capable
of transforming all who are keen to imbibe them vivekananda was born when calcutta was india s
capital under the british raj it was a time when the british raj sought to change the
governing system of india after the mutiny of 1857 swami vivekananda preferred a modern
approach to deal with the existing social problems and favoured western ideas this book tries
to cover the life and philosophy of swami vivekananda comprehensively and give an insight
about his personality biography of swami vivekananda by nandini saraf this biography provides
a detailed account of the life of swami vivekananda the indian philosopher and spiritual
leader who is widely regarded as one of india s most influential thinkers with its focus on
indian spirituality and culture biography of swami vivekananda is a must read for anyone
interested in the legacy of indian spiritual leaders key aspects of the book biography of
swami vivekananda indian spirituality and culture the book offers insights into indian
spirituality and culture showcasing the unique contributions of swami vivekananda to the
development of indian philosophy and thought universal values the book focuses on the
universal values and principles espoused by swami vivekananda providing valuable insights into
the relevance of his ideas to modern life inspiration and motivation the book provides a range
of inspiring stories and anecdotes showcasing the power of spiritual wisdom and philosophical
insight in transforming lives nandini saraf is an author and spiritual educator who has
written extensively on indian philosophy and spirituality biography of swami vivekananda is
one of her popular works
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Life and Philosophy of Swami Vivekananda 2017

published by advaita ashrama a publication house of ramakrishna math belur math this is volume
7 of the nine volume series constituting the complete works of swami vivekananda in these
volumes we have not only a gospel to the world at large but also to its own children the
charter of the hindu faith for the first time in history hinduism itself forms here the
subject of generalization of a hindu mind of the highest order what hinduism had needed was
the organizing and consolidating of its own idea a rock where she could lie at anchor and an
authoritative utterance in which she might recognise herself what the world had needed was a
faith that had no fear of truth both are found in the words and writings of swami vivekananda
it is the latest gospel of a modern prophet of religion and spirituality to the mankind

Vivekananda Handbook for Everyday Living 2001-02-28

in the list of biographies of swami vivekananda published by advaita ashrama publication house
of ramakrishna math belur math we have one which extensively narrates his life and also one
which presents him very briefly the present book stands midway between these extremes herein
the readers will find his life described in a short compass without sacrificing the essential
details this is a masterly presentation of his life from the pen of a scholar of repute a
worthy book for all those who want to study vivekananda in brief without loosing the crucial
aspects of his life

Biography of a Yogi 2021-01-01

the present collection examines the many different ways in which religions appeal to the
authority of science the result is a wide ranging and uniquely compelling study of how
religions adapt their message to the challenges of the contemporary world
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Hindu Revivalism in Bengal, 1872–1905 2010-11-19

netaji subhash a life illumined by the light of swami vivekananda deals with two great sons of
india swami vivekananda and subhash chandra the former was like a light that illumined the
life and activities of the latter subhash drew strength from swami vivekananda and dived into
the waters of heroic action for liberating india from british thraldom this is volume i of the
set of two books published by advaita ashrama a branch of ramakrishna math belur math west
bengal india

Biography of Swami Vivekananda 2014-07-25

take up one idea make that one idea your life this is the way to success single minded and
multifaceted the master of many subjects and devoted disciple of shri ramakrishna swami
vivekananda was a global citizen far ahead of his times at once a yogi and worldly wise this
early ambassador of india introduced the western world to indian civilization while he
encouraged indians to discard divisive rituals and social hierarchies to build a united equal
modern nation a dedicated but free thinking student a reformer teacher and writer he was an
eloquent orator whose speeches especially at the world parliament of religions in chicago put
indian spirituality and philosophy on the map and ignited hearts and minds everywhere his way
was both of meditation and action leading from the front while humbly serving the poor he put
his faith in young people and exhorted them to work towards regenerating india it is not
surprising then that national youth day in india is celebrated on the birthday of swami
vivekananda a leading light then and an inspiration now and forever this book brings together
swami vivekananda s stellar work and words and highlights the main tenets of his life from his
regretfully short but exceptional life you too can learn to be a little bit like swami
vivekananda

The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda - Volume 7 1999

swami vivekananda in india a corrective biography attempts to inform the reader accurately
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about his life both before and after his historic visits to the west much material has been
translated anew from original bengali books at the same time it challenges current popular and
pious notions held about this humanitarian monk the four major chapters in this book are about
his meetings with sri ramakrishna his travels in india during 1886 1893 media waves about him
in india and his triumphant return from the west in 1897 analysis of original eyewitness
reports in both india and western newspapers and periodicals forms an integral part of this
biography

Vivekananda: A Biography 1996

the present work is a modest attempt to systematise vivekanandas political ideas and
preachings for the glorification of todays politics it deals with a rich legacy of political
ideas conceived and believed by vivekananda in the context of social political and economic
tendencies of his time a careful study of vivekanandas philosophy in preparing the ground for
the politics of independence and giving the country a new political ideology through his re
interpretation of vedanta and the hindu religion the present work is divided into five
distinct chapters the political social and economic crisis the early days of swami the concept
of vedanta and the concept of his political ideas besides preface and bibliography

Handbook of Religion and the Authority of Science

Netaji Subhash – Volume I

Swami Vivekananda
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Swami Vivekananda in India

Political Philosophy of Swami Vivekananda
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